SYRACUSE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT IDM

3rd Grade Ruby Bridges Inquiry

Why did Ruby Bridges
Stand Up?

Ruby Bridges leaving William Frantz Elementary School with 3 U.S. Marshalls that served as her guards in New Orleans Louisiana, 1960.
Library of Congress.

Supporting Questions
1. What motivated Ruby Bridges to stand up?
2. What did Ruby Bridges do?
3. What dangers did Ruby Bridges face?
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3rd Grade Ruby Bridges Inquiry

What can Ruby Bridges teach us?
Syracuse City
Curriculum Key Idea

3.4: Each community or culture has a unique history, including heroic figures, traditions, and holidays.
3.7: Governments in communities and countries around the world have the authority to make and the
power to enforce laws. The role of the citizen within these communities or countries varies across
different types of governments

Concept and Skill Focus

Concept: Non-Violent Resistance. Skill: Gathering information from sources

Staging the Question

Watch the video clip of Ruby Bridges first day of school, from the movie Ruby Bridges to find out how
she was treated unfairly. Lead a class discussion of Ruby’s experiences on her first day of school and if
and how they were unfair.

Supporting Question 1
What motivated Ruby Bridges to stand up?

Supporting Question 2
What did Ruby Bridges do?

Formative
Performance Task

Formative
Performance Task

Complete section of the graphic organizer labeled “Actions
Ruby Bridges took”.

Complete section of the graphic organizer labeled “Reasons
Ruby Bridges stood up”.

Featured Sources

Featured Sources

Source A: Through my Eyes, a trade book on Ruby Bridges

Summative
Performance Task

Source A: Through my Eyes, a trade book on Ruby Bridges
Source B: Photographs of Jim Crow Era Segregation
Source C: Photographs of segregated classrooms

ARGUMENT Construct an argument (e.g., graphic) about what Ruby Bridges can teach us.
EXTENSION Research where Ruby Bridges is now and her lasting legacy on public education.
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Overview
Inquiry Description
This inquiry guides students through an investigation of the actions of Ruby Bridges during the Civil Rights
Movement. By investigating the compelling question, students examine: how Ruby Bridges participated in the Civil
Rights Movement, what issues and problems led to the integration of public schools, and the dangers that Ruby
Bridges faced.
By completing this inquiry, students begin to understand that students/children can engage in civic participation.
Specifically, it shows the actions of a child in bringing meaningful change to her community.
This inquiry highlights the following the Syracuse City School District key ideas:
•
•

3.4 Each community or culture has a unique history, including heroic figures, traditions, and holidays.
3.7 Governments in communities and countries around the world have the authority to make and the
power to enforce laws. The role of the citizen within these communities or countries varies across different
types of governments

Suggested Resources:
Bridges, R., & Lundell, M. (2009). Through My Eyes. New York: Scholastic Press.
Cole, R. (1995). The Story of Ruby Bridges. New York: Scholastic Press.
Palcy, E. (1998). The Wonderful World of Disney: Ruby Bridges. Film.
Weintraub, A. & Horton, L. (2018). Never Too Young!: 50 Unstoppable Kids Who Made a Difference. New York
Sterling Children’s Books.

Structure of the Inquiry
In addressing the compelling question “How did Ruby Bridges Stand Up?” students work through a series of
supporting questions, formative performance tasks, and featured sources in order to construct an argument
supported by evidence while acknowledging competing perspectives.
This inquiry is expected to take four to five 40-minute class periods. The inquiry time frame could expand if
teachers think their students need additional instructional experiences (i.e., supporting questions, formative
performance tasks, and featured sources). Inquiries are not scripts, so teachers are encouraged to modify and
adapt them to meet the needs and interests of their particular students. Resources can also be modified as
necessary to meet individualized education programs (IEPs) or Section 504 Plans for students with disabilities.

Lesson 1:

Lesson 2:

Lesson 3:

Lesson 4:

Lesson 5

Staging the Question
How was Ruby
Bridges treated
unfairly?

Supporting Question 1
What motivated Ruby
Bridges to stand up?

Supporting Questions
2
What did Ruby Bridges
do?

Supporting Question
3
What dangers did
Ruby Bridges face?

Summative Task and
Extension
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Staging the Compelling Question
Staging Question

How was Ruby Bridges treated unfairly?

Staging Task

Watch an excerpt from the movie, Ruby Bridges. Lead a class discussion on different ways Ruby
Bridges was treated unfairly on her first day of school.

Featured Source

Source A: Palcy, E. (1998). The Wonderful World of Disney: Ruby Bridges. Film.
Accessed from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNAlcCOw9qo

For the inquiry’s staging, teachers should lead students in a discussion on ways Ruby Bridges was treated unfairly
on her first day of school. Teachers may choose to use a video clip or a short story discussing Ruby Bridges first
day of school as a starting point for the discussion. Students’ discussion should center around ways Ruby Bridges
was treated unfairly on her way to school and by those in her community.
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Supporting Question 1
Supporting
Question

What motivated Ruby Bridges to stand up?

Formative
Performance Task

Complete the graphic organizer listing Ruby Bridges motivations for standing up.
Source A: Never Too Young, “Ruby Bridges,” p. 10-11.
In this book, several young people are profiled for making change in the world, ranging from
writers, advocates, inventors, athletes, and other accomplishments. For this inquiry, students
will be focusing on the passage for Ruby Bridges.

Featured Sources

Source B: Photographs of Jim Crow Era segregation, Library of Congress.
Accessed from: http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/primarysourcesets/civil-rights/

Source C: Photographs of segregated classrooms, Library of Congress.
Accessed from: http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/primarysourcesets/civil-rights/

In the first supporting question –“What were Ruby Bridges reasons for standing up?”—students will be introduced
to segregation and the inequalities that existed during the Jim Crow Era. Students will use the passage from Never
Too Young, but will also look at photographs taken during the 1940’s to 1960’s showing the inequity that existed in
public places as well as the inequalities that existed in the classroom. The photographs selected are from a series
of photograph from the Library of Congress. Teachers can choose from any of the photographs from this archive or
choose to use any photographs from other sources. Students will use evidence from the photographs to describe
the reasons and motivations for Ruby Bridges participation in the Civil Rights Movement.
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Supporting Question 2
Supporting
Question

What did Ruby Bridges do?

Formative
Performance Task

Complete the graphic organizer describing different reasons for Ruby Bridge’s actions.

Featured Source

Source A: Never Too Young, “Ruby Bridges,” p. 10-11.

The second supporting question—“What did Ruby Bridges do?”— students will be introduced to who Ruby Bridges
is and her story within the Civil Rights movement. After reading the selected passage from the suggest book,
students will complete the first column of the graphic organizer listing different brave actions that Ruby Bridges
took.
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Supporting Question 3
Supporting
Question

What dangers did Ruby Bridges face?

Formative
Performance Task

Complete the graphic organizer listing different dangers faced by Ruby Bridges.
Source A: Never Too Young, “Ruby Bridges,” p. 10-11.

Featured Sources

Source B: Photographs of Ruby Bridges attending school, Library of Congress.
Accessed from: http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/primarysourcesets/civil-rights/

Source C: Excerpt from Rob Cole’s, The Story of Ruby Bridges.
For the third supporting question—“What dangers did Ruby Bridges face?”—students will consider the threats of
violence and verbal harassment that Ruby faced for months on her way to school. Students will use the graphic
organizer from the previous tasks to list the dangers she faced by the protestors in New Orleans. Teacher will use
photographs of the protests as well as an excerpt from “The Story of Ruby Bridges” in order to complete this task.
Teachers can use the photographs provided or use other photographs or videos that show the environment that
Ruby traveled to school in.
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Summative Performance Task
Summative
Performance Task

ARGUMENT Why did Ruby Bridges stand up? Construct an argument, supported with evidence,
which addresses this question
Source A: Newsela
Newsela provides news articles adapted to different ability levels. Requires a free account.
Accessed here: https://newsela.com/
Source B: MLK Day Legacy: Ruby Bridges

Featured Sources

The Corporation for National and Community service provides a video interview with Ruby
Bridges. Accessed here: https://www.nationalservice.gov/special-initiatives/days-service/martinluther-king-jr-day-service/promote/videos/mlk-day-legacy-0
Source C: National Women’s History Museum, “Ruby Bridges.”
A biography on Ruby Bridges, providing information about her life after standing up against
school segregation.
Accessed here: https://www.womenshistory.org/education-resources/biographies/ruby-bridges

At this point in the inquiry, students have examined the actions, reasons, and challenges that Ruby Bridges faced as
a child activist during the Civil Rights Movement. Students should be expected to demonstrate the breadth of their
knowledge and understanding to use evidence from multiple sources to support their claims. In this task, students
construct an evidence-based argument to answer the compelling questions, “Why did Ruby Bridges stand up?”
It is important to note that students’ arguments could take a variety of forms, including a detailed outline, poster,
or essay. For example, students can express their evidence-based arguments through formal written paragraphs,
or teachers may wish to have students sketch out their responses by using a chicken foot claim model.
Students’ arguments will likely vary, but could include any of the following:
•
•
•

Ruby Bridges stood up so everyone can go to the same schools. Ruby Bridges was one of the first students
to desegregate public schools in New Orleans. After her year at William Frantz elementary, other
elementary schools also became integrated.
Ruby Bridges stood up despite the challenges she faced in receiving an education. Ruby Bridges kept going
to school even though she endured protestors every day.
Ruby Bridges stood to end segregation in the United States. Ruby Bridges showed everyone that
integration was possible by continuing to attend school an all-white school.

To extend their arguments, teachers may have students research where Ruby Bridges is now and the legacy she
had on the Civil Rights movement and public education in America. Student can write an additional paragraph to
their summative task after researching using the suggested resources below.
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Supporting Question 1
Featured Source

Source B: Photographs of Jim Crow Era Segregation from the Library of Congress.

Accessed from: http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/primarysourcesets/civil-rights/

Man going in colored entrance of movie house on Saturday afternoon, Belzoni, Mississippi Delta, Mississippi

During the Jim Crow Era in the South, private businesses and public facilities were segregated by race.
This photo shows a man having to attend a movie by a separate entrance, and in the upper balcony in
an un air-conditioned building in Mississippi.
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A cafe near the tobacco market, Durham, North Carolina

Even restaurants like the one pictured above were segregated during the Jim Crow Era. In some
cases, African Americans could not eat in the restaurant and had to receive their food from the
kitchen directly and leave.
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A man drinks at a "colored" water cooler in a streetcar terminal in Oklahoma

In public facilities, even water fountains were segregated in places like train and bus stations. As pictured
above, there was clear inequity created by the Jim Crow legislation.
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Supporting Question 1
Featured Source

Source C: Photographs of segregated classrooms, 1940’s to 1960’s from the Library of Congress.

Schools were also segregated during
the Jim Crow Era. African American
schools were severely underfunded
and overcrowded compared to their
counterpart. Thus, the schools often
lacked vital resources. Most of the
teaching resources in this photo are
handmade by the teacher herself.

Segregated elementary Classroom New Orleans, Scholastic News

White schools during
the same era were
usually less crowded
and had ample
supplies. In this
picture, students
clearly have a supply
of supplemental
books, textbooks,
globes, and maps.

Segregated elementary classroom, Oklahoma, 1960.
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source

Source B: Photographs of Protests outside of William Frantz elementary school

Parents protesting outside William Frantz elementary school, New Orleans, 1960.

Every day during Ruby Bridges trip to and from school she was met with protestors and picketers like the
ones shown above. She was constantly in danger so the national government had 3 federal marshals take
her to and from school to protect her from the protestors who would spit, curse, and yell at Ruby on a daily
basis.
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Students protesting integration of public school, New Orleans, 1960.

Parents took their children out of school on Ruby Bridges first day and many didn’t return until the
following years. Children also took place in the protesting against Ruby attending their school. They also
shouted and called Ruby names.
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Supporting Question 3
Featured Source

Source C: Excerpt from Rob Cole, The Story of Ruby Bridges.

On Ruby’s first day, a large crowd of angry white people gathered outside the Frantz Elementary School. The people
carried signs that said they didn’t want black children in a white school. People called Ruby names; some wanted to hurt
her. The city and state police did not help Ruby. The President of the United States ordered federal marshals to walk
with Ruby into the school building. The marshals carried guns.
Every day, for weeks that turned into months, Ruby experienced that kind of school day. She walked to the Frantz School
surrounded by marshals. Wearing a clean dress and a bow in her hair and carrying her lunch pail, Ruby walked slowly for
the first few blocks. As Ruby approached the school, she saw a crowd of people marching up and down the street. Men
and women and children shouted at her. They pushed toward her. The marshals kept them from Ruby by threatening to
arrest them.
Ruby would hurry through the crowd and not say a word. The white people in the neighborhood would not send their
children to school. When Ruby got inside the building, she was all alone except for her teacher, Mrs. Henry. There were
no other children to keep Ruby company, to play with and learn with, to eat lunch with.
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